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Legs 10! MCSBC Appeal Take her Home!
 • funds raised to date through donations - £531,208
 • funds pledged and expected by December 2013 - £60,000
 • total received and pledged - £591,208
 • this will cover cost of refurbishment of boathouse at Dundas (£100k), construction of boathouse

at Saltford (£400k) and make a contribution of £91,000 to the endowment fund (target  £250,000
which will help to supplement the funds contributed by the school to annual running costs)

 • total fundraising target for project - £750,000
 • this leaves ~ £160,000 still to find
 • if 200 members each gave £30 per month for 2 years, we would reach our target figure.
 • donations can be sent to Development Office or gift form downloaded from the school website
 • work has started at Saltford

All Contributions will be gratefully received
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A Good Balance?
The chances are that when you first picked up this newsletter, you skimmed through from

cover to cover, looking at the pictures. What next? Some say they read everything; others read
just a few articles.

 The pictures in this edition will no doubt please the skimmers; but the substance is in the
text.  Articles may be long, and  pages of  text with no  illustrations may be daunting. There are
parallels with rowing:  the occasional excitement of racing is what supporters may want to watch
or hear about; but persistent training over days, months and years is a very major part of the
sport.

 Such training brought success in the early 1950s.  The article Vintage Years may be long
and repetitive, which in a sense mirrors the sport being described, but it is nevertheless worth
reading.

Sixty years ago, life ran at a different pace  and with different emphases. There is no
question of trying to turn the clock back, but perhaps we can learn something from a different
age.

On the surface, the notes written then,  which are quoted extensively in the article, describe
the run-up to and racing at Henley. But what comes out of them is the description of a world
which is probably  unfamiliar to the reader.

The crew which reached the final at Henley in 1952 used a heavy clinker boat for its last
outing at school. Of course, such boats are no longer built, and all but beginners now use what
in the 1950s would have been called light ships or fine boats.

High priority is now given to academic work and exams, so it may seem strange that the
crew rowing at Henley would train there for a week before racing and at the same time be taking
important A-level exams. What comes across from the notes written in the 1950s is that both
examinations and preparation for
racing were treated with a lighter
touch than they are nowadays.
Both activities were important to
those taking part, but each was
tackled without fuss.

To this day, the commitment
needed to undertake rowing
training is seen by some to
jeopardise academic progress.
Others quote research which leads
to the conclusion that physical
exercise taken regularly and on
the same day as important work
improves performance.
Examination grades can be raised
by as much as 10%.

No doubt the debate will
continue.
Julian Bewick - October 2013           

Henley Final - 1952 
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Pauline Grimwade
On a murky September evening in the mid-1960s, a new member of the staff arrived to find the

School still deserted after the holidays, so his first impressions were rather gloomy. However, he
soon found his way to Pauline's kitchen at Binmead, finding a warm welcome and, of course home-
made cakes. That first meeting with Pauline and her family was followed by many years of welcome
support, friendship and hospitality. Sometimes a school environment can be impersonal and
daunting, but Pauline was always a good neighbour - one of those rare people who provide the
human touch with warmth, kindness and shrewd, unassuming advice.

Pauline died last May, aged 92, after a long illness. She came to Monkton in 1949, having been
founder-Matron at Hazelgrove Prep school amongst other varied nursing posts. She not only ran the
surgery, with daily visits from the School Doctor, but also the large Sanatorium, the school laundry,
the sewing room and the troop of admirable cleaning ladies. After five years, she gave this up to
marry Charles Grimwade, and became a respected and much-loved Housemaster's wife. Her
nursing skills were also invaluable as she took charge of the crews' physical well-being on two
mammoth 1st VIII training trips, one year from Putney to Oxford, and the next a repeat in the
opposite direction, as well as expeditions to regattas at Muhlheim and Copenhagen.

When Charles made the mistake of leaving Monkton to breed racehorses, she took on that new
challenge, even driving the horsebox. Following his retirement to the village of Halse, she became
greatly loved by the villagers, as was witnessed by the vast number who attended her funeral, along
with many O.M.s, and the many letters and cards of condolence which her family received. She had
a deep faith, and wanted her passing to be marked by a  bright service of thanksgiving for her life so
she asked for 'no mourning, but all to wear bright clothes'. So the Church was a mass of bright
colour - a fitting farewell as she returned to her Lord and Saviour.
JMB

Vintage Years  -- 1951 --  1952  -- 1953  -- 1954
This article was squeezed out of last year's newsletter by the London Olympics 2012. 60 years

earlier, Monkton reached a final at Henley for the first and only time in its history; semi-finals were
reached in 1951, 1953 and 1954, achievements which deserve to be remembered. 

The bulk of the article is taken from the Boat Club minute book. Press cuttings are printed in
bold italic, and [annotations by the Editor appear in square brackets].
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MCSBC competing at Bagsvaerd, Copenhagen in 1968. bow Steven Mayo-Smith, Mark Clare,Steve
Ashton, David Kyle, James Chase, Clive Sinclair, Robert Morris, str Roger Wotton, cox Andrew
Tapley, Coach Charles Grimwade, Support Pauline Grimwade
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1951
Crew : JH Ducker, MTG Bone, JB Chaplin, MS
Atkins, RGH Walker, AHP Scott-Mitchell, PM
Jordan, RM Giles, C Hastings : average weight
11 st 8 lb

... Monkton Combe also have five old
colours, but only three of them - AGH Walker
MTG Bone, and JB Chaplin - have kept their
places in the crew. Much will depend on their
development during the final fortnight of
training, but if their work on their home
waters is any guide they may become quite a
fast crew.
Wednesday, 27 June

Final outing on Home Waters. Started off
well and continued with good rhythm and blade
work. Finished off with a half course - better than
on Monday.
Thursday, 28 June

Owing to exams it was not possible to get
afloat until 8:30pm. In the evening cool we had
an enjoyable outing. Rating generally 25 without
effort. One or two starts at 39/40. Blade work
sounded crisp, possibly disarmingly so, as the
quiet emphasised the sound of the blades
entering the water.
Friday, 29 June

 At 8:45am receive the news by phone that
the big boat house had been burnt down during
the night.

Three members of the crew had 2½ hour
exams. We launched at 12 midday. The
emphasis was on holding the blade solid at the
finish and trying to let the boat run as we came
the last bit forward. Starts were coming at 40
without looking unduly hurried. Rowed a Barrier
in a rather slow time for the conditions (very
slight following breeze) - 2:08. It was a bit rushed
and wrenched.

 Afloat again at 5:45pm paddling crisper and
same points emphasised. Rowed a Fawley with
Sidney to the Barrier. They got about ½ length
largely because our start was rather scrambled
and the row a bit rushed at the outset. The time
to Fawley was 3:30. The crew enjoyed it, a good
sign. It is clear we need, when with another crew,
to keep calm and let it down to keep the ratings

up [sic]. This will help the run of the boat and
conserve energies and add to pace.

(9pm received a phone call from the Bursar
authorising placing orders for new boats) 

(FLOREAT REMIGERES MONKTONIENSES!)
May the Phoenix be our symbol.

[www.bluefriars.org.uk/news/2003/fire03.htm
is an article about the fire in the 2003 newsletter]

 Saturday, 30 June
 Out at 12 midday after 2½ hour exams.

Paddling seemed smoother and solid and we
attempted to keep the blades better covered, to
draw it out more and to make the finish more
solid. We rowed a Barrier in rather a slow time -
2:8 - and then paddled and light with one start off
Fawley home. At 5.45pm we went out again to
do a course, cox and coach having been to the
draw which gave us Portora Royal School. Quite
lively paddling on the way down with one start at
40. We were to have Royal Chester to pace us in
from Fawley. We again did the Barrier in about
2:8 and Chester picked us up just as we had our
Fawley 10, but the silent ten misfired and this
must be attended to. The second part of the
course seemed better than the first, and the ten
off the Funfair produced something and we
appeared to race it in quite well. The time was
7:25 (Portora 7:23 - time passed on as
overheard). We must step up the second and
third minutes of the course where we are slow.
No one was dead at the end of the course, so
there is energy in hand which must be applied
via the legs over the first half of the course. We
must loosen and hit harder to move the boat.
Monday, 2 July

Exams again made a 12 midday outing
necessary. It was hot but fresh on the water.
Quite lively paddling soon threw off the weekend.
IML [Ian Lang] watched the outing and advised
lighter hands the last bit forward and continued
attempt not to force the rating but to let the run of
the boat draw the crew forward. We rowed a
Barrier in 2:7: rating not dropping much below
35, but still with the same fault apparent.

In the afternoon we launched at 5:15pm to
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row a Fawley with Royal Chester who were
doing a course. We did from many points of view
a satisfactory piece of work. Time 3:35. We were
all but a length up when we easied. The row
should have given us confidence and shown us
that we can draw away from another crew. The
rating was well maintained. There is still time to
learn to economise our energies a bit more: the
rating was a bit forced and tomorrow we should
concentrate upon trying to let the boat run more
for each stroke taken.
Tuesday, 3 July

Out at 11:15am with Queens. We were
anxious to try to get some restful paddling with
the boat running the last bit forward. After
paddling below the course we did the odd start
with Queens, not really loose enough or
sufficiently controlled.

Rowed a minute off the stake boat and at
first got near to half a length, but let them have it
back again. We then paddled and light paddled
with them: on the whole they had slightly the
better of this. It was rowed in, working the stroke
up as we reached the Enclosures. We held
them, though Stroke went up by rushing forward
rather than by harder back and control. We all
felt it was rather a rushed performance. 

Out again at 5:15pm to Fawley to let Stroke
show himself off -  this he did much better than in
the morning. Up to Marsh Lock: practised starts
to try to get strokes 3 and 4 firmer and harder. All
were at 40. It was a much better outing
altogether: more time and so more water
covered. This we must hang on to to win the
race.
Wednesday, 4 July

Out at 10am and up to Marsh Lock for a
breather. In general quite good work and at any
rate steady. Start at what appeared to be 42. We
seemed to be producing as good form as we
have ever done.

Launched at 2:50pm to race PORTORA
ROYAL SCHOOL. Fair following breeze. We
went off at 40, were level for the first minute and
then entered our slow patch at the end of which
time, Fawley, we were a length to the bad. Our
Fawley 10 and silent follow-up gave us a half
length. Another followed at Remenham after

which it was neck and neck to the Enclosures
where, working up to 38, we came home the
winner by ½ length in 7:5, one second outside
the Elizabeth record (later lowered by Radley to
7:3) it was a good row and Stroke is to be
commended for his spirited stroking and the
crew are backing him up. (It should be possible
to make up more than half a length at Fawley by
a double 10.)
Thursday, 5 July

We launched at 12:05pm to race Tiffin. Crew
seemed to be paddling pretty happily and did a
start at Fawley - 39. We took it off at 40 and led
from the first stroke and the lead was steadily
increased throughout the course to win by 4½
lengths in 7:31. Some say the final take in was a
little disorderly. It is worth remembering that once
a commanding lead has been established,
tactics should be modified to rest the crew as
much as possible in view of future racing - and it
is sometimes graceful not to enforce a runaway
win. The stroke was well maintained throughout
and appeared never to fall below 34. This was
the most convincing win of the day amongst VIIIs
Friday, 6 July semi-final

At 11:50am we launched to race Bedford
who went very quickly off the mark and by
halfway to the Barrier had one length. But they
gained no more and our Fawley 10 bought us to
only ½ length down. It was a good effort at 40.
We hung on to about halfway up the Enclosures
where steadiness went and they drew away to
win by 1¼ lengths. It was a good row and fair
result for we were pretty tired. The regatta from
our point of view has been a success and the
crew appear to have impressed both on and off
the water.

Bedford won the final from Radley by the
same distance.

Timekeepers reports

 Against Portora Royal School
 Both started at 39. They were level at the ¼

mile. Portora, at 36, led by ¾ length at the ½
mile and the ¾ mile. Portora still led by ½ length
at the mile, but Monkton Combe at 38 then took
the lead.
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 Against Tiffin
 Tiffin started at 38½ and continued at 34.

Monkton Combe at 39 led by ¾ length at the ¼
mile and drew away to 1½ lengths at the ½ mile
and three lengths at the mile.
 Against Bedford School 

Monkton Combe started at 39. Bedford 37
led by ½ length at the ¼ mile. They had a length
at the ½ mile and 1½ lengths at the ¾ mile.
Monkton Combe closed up and overlapped at
the mile but then Bedford went away again.

1952
Wednesday, June 25

Last outing on home waters in the clinker
boat. Not bad considering. Half course in head
breeze was slightly faster than any other we
have done. And so to Henley.

[That clinker boat must have been Viking's
predecessor. By the time I arrived in 1966, Viking
was being used by J14 crews (or Novices, as
they were called). It had been given to the club
by Eton after the great boathouse fire of 1951.
She was an extremely heavy boat, and it
required two crews-worth of small boys to lift it
from the boathouse to the water. It was still going
in the early 1970s, and the First VIII used to
have one outing in it as soon as they had been
selected in January. The 1952 crew went out in it
for their last outing before going to Henley
presumably because their own boat had already
gone. This was before the days of boat trailers,
so it will have gone on a specially adapted coal
lorry, or maybe even on the train from Limpley
Stoke.]
Thursday, 26 June

Out at approximately 3:15pm Dear
deputising for Loebel at 2. It was very hot and
the crew seemed to be feeling the effects of this,
of the journey and of exams. Blades were
splashing and the work looked ponderous, the
rating low. There was some improvement. One
quite good start, but slowish. The second outing
was at 8:45pm in the cool of the evening with
crew complete. A much better effort in every way.
Only one start attempted after we had turned into
the course at Fawley. At 39 it looked and
apparently felt good. Points emphasised were:

not letting backs go at the finish so that blades
could be drawn out more solidly: a better rhythm
and more time forward.
Friday, 27 June

Out at 12 after 5 and 6 had sat a 2½ hour
exam. It was very hot. After a slightly uncertain
start the outing picked up and went well. Same
points as above were stressed. Starts were at
38/39 and coming cleaner. We rowed a Barrier in
1:58 having started a length up so let us say 2:0
- a good time in the prevailing conditions. Quite a
good paddle home with the stroke resilient at the
end of the course. The crew were hot and tired
but had gone well.

At 6pm owing to Stroke having muscle
trouble in his back we went up to Marsh Lock
and back to Remenham and home doing only
light and firm. The change (2 at Stroke)
discomposed us a little. At 8:15pm Dr Bailey
manipulated Stroke and did him a lot of good.

[The crew went to Henley for a week's
training before the regatta. This was during the
exam period, so arrangements were made for all
school crews competing to take their exams in
Henley.]

[Dr Joe Bailey was a back specialist. As a
Caius man, he had coached me there in the
early 1960s. He was still in practice in the 1970s,
and treated members of some of my early crews
at Henley. After he retired, he still brought his
portable treatment bed to the car park at Henley,
in his old Rolls-Royce which had a notice on the
side - Ancient Briton on board.]
Saturday 28 June

Another 'light' outing with Giles back at
Stroke. Down to Fawley and back and up to
Marsh Lock and in. Nothing but firm and light
attempted. The draw gave us Bedford. The
doctor having OK'ed stroke, we went out at
5:15pm to row a course with Peterhouse pacing
us from Fawley. It was not a good course. The
rating dropped: there was a sharp headwind or
breeze, a launch wash caused a minor (or major)
crab. The time, 7:59, including the crustacean.
But there were genuine mitigating
circumstances. Three preceding going-slow
outings. Stroke probably unconsciously aware of
his back which was O.K. Five was not fit owing
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to stomach upset. Coach rushed the crew into
the course too much. The performance need not
be considered in any sense as our best. The
course may have served a useful purpose in
showing those who have not rowed at Henley
before some idea of what is required.
Monday 30 June

Our morning outing was late owing to an
exam. Nothing more than starts tried and
emphasis on letting boat run. We did a Barrier -
time forgotten - 2:03 I think. It was hot and crew
seem to feel the heat.

Out again at 6pm in hopes of cooler
conditions. At the turn we picked up Magdalen
Cambridge and having first watched Eton and
Leander do a Barrier in 1:50, Leander clear, we
rowed a minute. Cox easied early. We had given
some ground unnecessarily: stiff and a bit of an
anxiety rush. We paddled home with them and
each time conceded ½ length and then held
them.

['Cox easied early.' That reminds me of the
occasion on which a Monkton Cox easied at
Hammersmith Bridge, more than a mile from the
finish of the Schools Head.]
Tuesday, 1 July

Still very hot. (Approximately 83° in garden
at 4pm) Three-hour exam meant outing at
12:15pm for all schools in a bunch. We did starts
and reasonable paddling. Out of 5:45pm to work
with Isis (T.R.Ashton coach). Paddled down
independently and turned for a Barrier. We let
them get almost a length. Time c 2:01. We
rushed it rather. We must see the importance of
settling down so that the boat runs and we don't
tire ourselves with a rush. We then paddled and
light with them on even terms and rowed it home
when we appeared to have the better of it.

Our need is still to row with great economy
of our energies and this can only be done by
steadying forward and gathering ourselves on
the stretcher to spring more.

[The garden referred to would be that of Bird
Place, the home of Dr Staines-Read, where the
crew used to stay. It was a large house, next
door to the present headquarters of the regatta.
Quite the best and most convenient of Henley
digs.]

[T.R.Ashton was an Old Monktonian who
had coxed Cambridge. He was later vicar of St
Dyonis Parsons Green, where Monkton crews
used to stay in the crypt for the Tideway Heads.]
Wednesday, 2 July

A pipe-opener to Marsh Lock at 10:30am
Starts practised. Still not really enough steadying
out and a certain amount of shortness forward in
the bow part of the crew.

Launched at 3:10pm to row BEDFORD
(holders of P.E. cup) at 3:35pm Result: won by
1¼ lengths in 7:25. It was a good straightforward
row. 40 off the start. They gained about a
canvas, but by the first signal we were as much
up and steadily drew away. Our Fawley 'ten' took
us clear. Rating about 35. It had dropped to 32/
33. It was taken in at about 35. The crew
appeared to be well together and looked neat.
There was a steady head breeze. We last beat
Bedford in 1931, I think.

[According to the Henley records as
recorded in the newsletter of 1989, available at
www.bluefriars.org.uk/news, Monkton did indeed
beat Bedford in 1931, but a win was also
recorded for 1937]

In the schools events for the Princess
Elizabeth Cup, Monkton Combe showed
excellent form in unexpectedly beating
Bedford School.
Thursday, 3 July

Pipe-opener at 10:30am to Marsh Lock. One
start and 10 another + 20 . Tried to get the
feeling of steadying through the second 10.

At 3:35pm we launched to row BEDFORD
MODERN. It was drizzling and a fairly strong
following breeze. We had the Berks station. Got
away to a fair start but the wind took us
perilously onto the booms. The first two signals
gave us virtually level with immeasurable
advantage to them. We then began to draw
away. Fawley 'ten' gave us about ¾ length lead.
This is INSUFFICIENT result for a real double
'ten' and we must do better. We crept away from
them and finished strongly in seven minutes two
seconds, ONE SECOND INSIDE RECORD, 1½
lengths up. It was a good row in difficult
conditions and the crew kept their length well.
We were the proud holders of the record for
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about 1½ hours until Radley (coach WJLL-J)
lowered it to 6:57 in difficult conditions. Maybe
the wind had freshened more by the time they
did this against Portora Royal School.

In the Princess Elizabeth Cup for
schools, Monkton Combe beat Bedford
Modern by one and a half lengths in the fast
time of seven minutes two seconds, breaking
the record by one second; only to find an
hour later their time being beaten by a great
Radley crew, rowing with immense power,
who knocked four seconds off it in their race
with Portora, whom they beat by one and
three-quarter lengths.
 Friday, 4 of July

 Pipe opener at 10:15am as before. At
2:50pm we launched to race St Paul's. It was
very windy - following, and waves bigger than
the Avon ever produces.

 We got away to a good start and at once
took the lead to be ½ length up at the Barrier and
clear after our Fawley 'ten'. We then drew
steadily away, though past the Enclosures they
probably closed a bit: but Stroke wisely kept
going steadily to spare the crew. We won by 1½
lengths in 7:00. It was a creditable row in very
awkward conditions in which it was very easy to
catch a crab or become otherwise incommoded. 

 WE NOW HAVE THE HONOUR TO BE
THE FIRST MONKTON CREW TO ROW IN THE
FINALS AT HENLEY ROYAL REGATTA.

Monkton Combe and Radley won the
Princess Elizabeth Heats. In the first, the
winners led all the way, but Radley did not
get level until the Mile. From that point to the
finish their good rowing in bad water gave
valuable advantage.

The schools contesting the Princess
Elizabeth Challenge Cup are all excellent.
Field Marshal Lord Montgomery was on the
Umpire's launch and saw his old school St
Paul's, beaten by Monkton Combe by one
and a half lengths in seven minutes eight
seconds.

 Twice in an hour at Henley yesterday
records were broken by school crews racing
for the Princess Elizabeth Cup. First, one
second was lopped off Radley's year-old

figures when Monkton Combe beat Bedford
Modern - a follow-up of their Wednesday
knockout of holders Bedford.
Saturday, 5 July

Usual run to Marsh Lock in the morning. We
launched at 2:35pm to row RADLEY. The coach,
owing to the crowds saw little of the race. We
were level most of the way to Fawley, holding
their 'tens' admirably and getting about half a
length up with our own. They must have drawn
slowly ahead, because we were upwards of a
length down by the enclosures where a splendid
effort took us up to half a length down at which
distance we finished in 7:00.

 It was an excellent effort and the crew has
every reason to be satisfied with its efforts.
Special mention might be made of Giles'
contribution at Stroke.

 One of the most thrilling races of the day
was the Princess Elizabeth Cup, in which
Radley beat Monkton Combe by about half a
length in seven minutes dead. Up to the
milepost the crews were level, and Radley
then began to draw away to about a length
lead. In the last hundred yards Monkton
Combe put in a stupendous burst and
reduced this to half a length, and might have
caught up in another few yards. No words
can speak too highly of the standard of the
school rowing, and special mention must be
made of the Rev W Llewellyn Jones, who in
the 1930s raised Monkton Combe to a pre-
eminence in rowing and has now done the
same for Radley.

[The names of the members of the Monkton
crew are not mentioned in the minute book, but
according to the official Henley records they
were: bow JR Chester, JP Loebel, MS Atkins, V
J Cowan-Dickie, JB Chaplin, AHP Scott-Mitchell,
JH Ducker, str RM Giles, cox CGS Bone -
average weight 11st 5 lb]

Timekeepers Reports
Against Bedford

They were level at the top of the island, but
Monkton Combe then drew ahead and were ½
length up at the Barrier and a length up at
Fawley. At the Mile Bedford were at 35 and
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Monkton Combe at 33 led by 1½ lengths
 Against Bedford Modern

 Both started at 39 and settled to 34/35.
They raced level to Fawley. Monkton Combe
then quickened to 38 and lead by ½ length at the
¾ mile and by ¾ length at the Mile. They gained
fast after 11/8 Mile. The time was a new record,
but it was beaten by Radley later in the day.
 Against St Paul's

 Monkton Combe started at 37 and settled at
32. St Paul's started at 37½ and continued at 31.
Monkton Combe led by ¾ length at the ¼ mile,
by 1¼ lengths at Fawley and by 3½ lengths at
the Mile.
 Final against Radley

 Radley started at 41, but Monkton Combe
at 38 led slightly at first. Radley were just ahead
at the ¼ mile, but Monkton Combe led by a
canvas at the Barrier and at Fawley. They were
level at the ¾ mile where both were doing 35.
Monkton Combe were a few feet ahead at the
mile, but Radley spurted to 36 and led by a half a
length at 11/8 Mile.

1953 - Semi-Finalists
Crew: bow NC Richter, DG Ives, GH Blake, KCR
Gibson, VJ Cowan-Dickie, JR Chester, JH
Tucker, REM Giles, JD Dearlove. Average weIght
11 st 6 lb

Like King's School Canterbury who are
discussed in a previous article, Monkton
Combe has to contend with a lot of
difficulties. They row on the Avon, on what, at
the school, is known as the Monkton mile of
treacle. Yet, for all their difficulties, they
produce some good crews and some fine
individual oarsmen. Last year they were in
the final of the Princess Elizabeth cup - their
first Henley final - and with four of that crew
still available their prospects this year must
be exceedingly bright. RM Giles will be
having his third year at stroke - a most
valuable asset - while JH Ducker, Captain of
Boats, will also be appearing for the third
time. The other old colours are JR Chester
and VJ Cowan-Dickie and these four
experienced men are the stern four in the
new crew.

 Wednesday, 24 June
Out at 5:45pm, because 4 had a late exam.

Paddled some stretches with the spares, and did
three starts with them. Each was successively
better, and we finished the outing by rowing two
minutes, which took us from just above the reeds
to the reeds just below the raft. A fitting
conclusion. And so we go to Henley.
 Thursday, 25 June

Out about 8pm after examinees had arrived
we used the NEW SECTIONAL BOAT. At the
start, owing to stiffness and failure to bury
blades, we came near to misusing it. We
attempted little in the outing beyond an
acclimatisation and settling down. The latter was
to a large extent affected. We did some good
work with QUINTIN: a poor start on which we
gained - they were doing a Barrier. We paddled
home light and firm. Our immediate needs
appear to be better covered and held out blades
and still better control forward.
Friday, 26 June

Two outings at 12 noon and 5:45pm.
Conditions very hot and no wind. Exams a.m.
and p.m. The crew improved throughout the day
probably as they settled to the boat. We aimed at
better covered blades and better slide control -
the latter much-needed, as it almost non-existent
in some cases. 

a.m. we rowed a Barrier - a rather
unconvincing and unrewarding piece of work. In
the afternoon we went off from the start of the
outing more briskly and must realise that this
sets the whole tone of the outing. Rowed a
Fawley. Conditions were rather dead but it was a
reasonable row within reach of being good with a
trifle more rhythm and drive. Starts at 38/39 need
to be more brisk and cleaner, and the second
and third minutes must be harder driven.
Saturday, 27 June

Out at 1145am to work with Thames B. From
many points of view the paddling and light
looked better - as long as one did not look too
close. We did a start and minute off the stake
boat. On the whole we had the advantage of this,
though our work was rather messy and theirs
clean and smooth. We paddled on with them and
rowed it in. It looked as though we could have
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dealt with them, though perhaps not with
certainty. In the afternoon at 5:30pm we
launched to row a course, Downing taking us to
Fawley. We were up a little on the start, held
them for the first minute and then let them draw
away to just over a length. We carried on alone
from Fawley and finished better than we had
begun. It was not really a convincing row, but
satisfactory if it can be looked upon as
something to learn from. First we must keep it
going hard - racing it through the second and
third minutes, probably the key to our success
last year. The stroke should not drop to 29,
especially with a following wind. The Fawley
double 10 must be more vigorous and
unanimous.The draw gave us Bryanston.
Monday, 29 June

Rather a sleepy sort of outing at 12:15pm
after the Captain had sat a three hour paper,
others two and half hours. We were reaching out

to it quite well and the boat was running quite
well but after we turned we picked up 1st and 3rd
B crew and rowed to the quarter-mile, allowing
them to get up quite an inexcusable amount. In
the afternoon after a further 2½ hour exam paper
we launched at 5:30pm to go with Radley. It was
windy (tail), very at times. And very crowded. We
rowed a Barrier with them after a false shot when
Cox took us into the booms at the top of the

island whereby it is hoped that he has learnt a
lesson. The Barrier went quite well (1:55). They
only got a canvas and we raced it and it is this
that must happen every time. We paddled over
with them and did two more starts rowing it in.
We held them with slight advantage to them.
Their rhythm was better. But it was a heartening
outing, showing us what we can and must do.
Tuesday, 30 June

Exams are a plague. Three hours a.m. and
2½ hours p.m. Our morning outing at 12:15pm
was solo though the other schools having
examined were about. The paddling look more
resilient. We rowed to the quarter-mile post
reasonably - concentrating upon steadiness
forward, spring, covering and drawing up blades.
In the afternoon at 5:45pm we went out with
Peterhouse. Again paddling was quite lively.
Returned and rowed a minute off the stake boat
with them and ended ½ to ¾ length up. Thence

homewards with alternate light and firm: a start
at Fawley and rowed in from the Hole in the Wall
and got about half a length. Work was quite good
and we felt better confidence with them than we
would have done last week. It seems on the eve
of the regatta crew is going as well as it has at
any time: what could crew and coach want
more? (Except a series of victories.)
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Wednesday, 1 July
 At 10am a breather up to Marsh Lock

stressing poise at finish and hands coming right
away with the body at rest - not bouncing the
body over too soon. Launched at 3:05pm to row
Bryanston at 3:30pm. The start took us up and
we drew steadily away to about three quarters of
a length at the Barrier, one length at Fawley,
where our 10 took us pretty well a length clear.
Then Bryanston steadily fought back and were
overlapping again at the Enclosures where we
took it in to win by one length in seven minutes
four seconds. It was a good steady row probably
at a lower rate of striking on the whole. But a
lead gained should never be yielded: we might
as well save the energy of a 10 if we give it all
back. This result helped to give us confidence for
tomorrow.
 Thursday, 2 July

At 10am a breather, points as above. In the
afternoon we launched at 3:35pm to row
Winchester, the press favourites. We were led to
the Barrier by about a quarter of a length but had
begun to come back at Fawley where our 10 put
us up just a little, say quarter of a length. From
this time we drew slowly but steadily away and a
good row in gave us the race by one and a half
lengths in seven minutes four seconds. It was a
good race because we remained unruffled when
led, and our Fawley 10 really broke them: at any
rate they had really had about enough by the
Enclosures and went to pieces. We shall need to
go a bit harder tomorrow especially through the
second and third minutes. But the right
aggressive spirit can do a great deal, and the
tens must be devastating or nothing worth.
 Friday, 3 July semi-final

No morning outing because of an exam. We
launched at 3:35pm to row St Paul's at 4pm
They got much quicker off the mark than we did
and drew steadily away to almost a length up at
the Barrier, but between there and Fawley we
began to creep back slowly and our Fawley 10
brought us back level. It ought to have done
more, as they almost at once began to draw way
again. We held up pretty well, but they won by
one length in seven minutes three seconds.

There is little doubt they rowed a well judged

race and we were just not on Thursday's form:
we seemed to lack resilience. But it was in no
sense a bad race and we have reason to be
satisfied with our performance in the regatta at
large.

This is the third year in which we have
reached the semi-finals of the Princess
Elizabeth; during those three years we have won
7/10 races and lost only to winners.

The new sectional lightship was sent to
Henley on Tuesday, 23 June, won its first two
races, was brought back on Saturday on the
trailer especially presented for this purpose by
JB Chaplin, (Captain of Boats '52). The new
sectional clinker arrived from Banham's at
Henley on Friday, 3 July, and was conveyed to
MCS on Monday, 6 July.

It has been decided to put a crest on the
bows of the new boats, and to name the new
lightship PHOENIX, a direct outcome of the 1951
fire, and the new clinker VIKING, since £200
were given after the fire by the Eton Vikings B.C.

Timekeepers reports 

Against Bryanston
 Monkton Combe at 38, to Bryanston's 37,

led by ¼ length, at the ¼ mile. They drew
steadily away to lead by a length at Fawley.
Bryanston made several spurts, but Monkton
held the lead and had a length at the mile and ¾
length at the 11/8 Mile.

Against Winchester
Both started at 40. Monkton Combe led by a

canvas at the top of the island. Winchester led
by ½ length at the ½ mile and ¾ mile. Monkton
Combe then went up although at 35 to
Winchester's 37, and led by ¼ length at the mile,
by ½ length at the 11/8 Mile. They then gained
fast.

Against St Paul's 
Both went off at 40. St Paul's led by ½ length

at ¼ mile and then settled to 32. They held their
½ length lead to the mile and then quickened to
35 and finished at 37.
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1954
Thursday, 24 June

If it is a matter of quotations "the curfew
tolled the knell of parting day" when we "sitting
well in order spoke the sounding ...". 

Exams brought the more important members
of the crew late, and we did not go out until after
8p.m. and in fact attempted little because most
have had rather tiring day. A start and a minute
were rowed, the start at 40 and the minute 35½
strokes. Though not unreasonable, the outing
was not really a very good one and showed
various individual needs: 6 to get quicker onto
the beginning with Stroke, 5 to get his beginning
really with his legs off the stretcher and not with
an arm catch. All to get quicker on to it and
harder through and hands away more quickly
and deftly. But 8pm is late for effective work after
a day of travel and exams. It is good that we
have targets to aim at and little cause for
complacency. 
Friday, 25 June

A nice bleak rainy day. Out at midday in
scud and gusts after a 2½ hour exam. We
paddled straight down trying to improve the run
of the boat between strokes and the speed and
quickness of hands away. When we rowed a
Barrier, there was a fair headwind and so a slow
time (2:11), but it looked fairly incisive and
vigorous and it is hoped all felt able to continue
ad infinitum. Between Barrier and Fawley we
picked up Kings Cambridge. They on the whole
struck a slightly lower rating and just had the
advantage though we were a bit slow to change
the rating with them. Thus firm and light we
paddled home. 

At 6:30pm we went out with Downing. On
the way down we did light and firm and the
paddling seemed lively and all seemed brisker.
They did not want to do much, having a Saturday
preliminary heat. A minute was rowed off the
start. We were a trifle up as we went off (40) and
were drawing away and should have continued
to do so. It was good to gain an advantage right
from the start. We could still with advantage give
ourselves more time forward. Why work when
the boat will run? We left them at Remenham

and the crew, abandoning their coach paddled
up with Quintin and to fob off being led a bit, said
they were paddling light. But a better day had
been had by all.
Saturday, 26 June

A better day but quite a brisk three-quarter
head breeze. We went out at midday but alone.
We rowed a Barrier, but the watches were
muddled for the time. We went home light, firm,
row. It was fairly brisk work.

At 5:30pm we launched to row a course with
Imperial College as far as Fawley and thereafter
with the R E four (Atkins at Stroke). In general it
was not a particularly good piece of work. The
stroke dropped as low as 28 and we allowed I.C.
to get 1½ lengths by Fawley, though admittedly
our main effort came after that, quite a good
double 10. But the row became a bit heavy and
springless. This has often happened to us on our
first course and provided we learn the lessons, it
will be all right. We MUST spring it harder and
quicker through second and third minutes. We
must quicken the recovery to help us keep the
rating up and must use the legs quicker and
harder. At the same time the boat can be allowed
to run more. At any rate we all know now what a
course is like and we need not fear the next one.
Monday 28 June 

After 2½ hour exams we went out at midday.
Chief endeavour was to pick up after weekend
stiffness. We paddled straight down, quite
reasonably solid stuff. We rowed a Barrier (2:2½)
with Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(M.I.T). Someone said they went off at 43 but I
don't believe this. We went at 40 and were 35
halfway over. We got about a length, but at the
expense of some energy, for we were not rowing
economically of our strength. After a French
unprepared paper (for which apparently three
and four were literally unprepared) again out at
5:30pm. Main aim of the outing (doubtfully
achieved as the event showed) was to try still
take more time forward and relax and breathe
coming forward. We tried this a bit going down
and then after turning practised several starts
trying to get them cleaner and more solid,
especially the second stroke more effective by
using a bit more slide. 
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Wednesday, 30 June
 A very awkward day, because first of the

regatta and so difficult to fit in outings, and also a
day of some hanging about, anticipation of
seeing our rivals getting going. We had a
morning trip to Marsh Lock just to keep us going.
In the evening a run down the course at 7pm We
tried little: it was a bit heavy at first, but lightened
up. We rowed a minute, tried a start at Fawley
which the crew appeared to like, and the paddle
in at 25 look very much less and that was a good
sign. If we can settle and stride our boat along,
we should give a reasonable account of
ourselves. And now I suppose it will be "between
the acting of a creditable thing and the first
motion. All the interim is like a phantasmal or
hideous stream and single state of man suffers
the nature of an insurrection"
Thursday, 1 July

 A breather at 11.30am after geography
exam. Quite a reasonable outing was affected.
We launched at 3:35pm to race WESTMINSTER
at 4pm We got away at 41 and led at once and
were about one length up at the barrier (2:10)
where we held a 10 of theirs. We still drew away.
Our Fawley ten was at 36/37 and we drew on to
win by three lengths in 7:27. 

As times were going this was not particularly
fast but there was a gusty wind seemingly
tending to freshen. It was quite a good steady
row (W.G.R.M.L. commended its rhythm and
steadiness but also said that if you have one
length at the Barrier, you should at once make it
two) and as a preliminary to something much
harder tomorrow, it was satisfactory. "Words to
the heat of deeds too cold breath gives", so I will
wrIte no more.
Friday, 2 July semi-final

Usual morning breather at 11.30am. At
3.35pm we launched to race OUNDLE. It was a
good hard race. They led us the whole way over
by more than ¾ length, often by the odd foot if at
all and finally by ½ length to win in 7:27. We had
lost about ½ length by the Barrier, ¾ by Fawley
when our ten took us back level, possibly slightly
ahead but they still crept away. A ten at
Remenham kept us pretty well level but none
had the completely desired effect. It was possibly

their added weight that did the trick. But it was a
fine and exciting race. Oundle in other heats had
always been faster than us and were in fact the
bigger and just better crew. We rowed as well as
we have ever done this season and it was a fair
climax - if inevitably disappointing - to a happy
association between coach and crew: at any rate
speaking for the coach.
Post Henley feelings

 We are of course disappointed, but certainly
not dissatisfied. Disappointed, because we did
not win, for the crew this year did I think have the
ability to win. Satisfied because we gave our
best against Oundle and certainly could not have
gone any harder, and better.

They were just the better crew, and therefore
deserved to win, which is more than we can say
of last year, for had we shown the form that we
had in previous races we could have beaten St
Paul's and therefore have won the cup; (that
anyway was the crew's feelings).

The crew has essentially been a crew, and
that was without any extraneous moulding from
the captain. We were fortunate having eight
moderately senior people, although three were
on the youngish side, and thus we were able to
share the ups and downs of training together and
so well. Times were (unintentionally) known by
the whole crew and everyone I think thought
himself an integral member of the crew. (I do not
here suggest that the telling of times to the crew
is essential to its unity but this year people are
sensible enough to look at them in the right way,
and not as in some cases feel they were a rotten
crew if the time did not come up to expectations.)
Again, we were fortunate in having a crew
composed of Christian members, who could
practise the advice given by St Paul in 1
Corinthians 12 12-27, which we took as our aim.
We also remembered some advice given by
J.B.Chaplin (captain 1952) "that most races are
won by minute distance over the course, and it is
the mental and spiritual state of the crew that
often decides a race. So even if you were a bit
rusty, put your trust in the Lord's hands and then
relax."
Crew: bow GH Blake, NC Richter, DG Ives, GLM
George, NP Trezize, RS Ducker, JH Ducker, str
JR Chester, cox JG Dearlove
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Timekeepers' Reports

 Against Westminster
 Monkton Combe at 38 to Westminster's 37

led by ¾ length at the ¼ mile. They drew steadily
ahead to 1¼ lengths at Fawley, 2 lengths at the
mile and three lengths at the 11/8 Mile
Against Oundle

 Oundle started at 37½ and dropped to 31-
33. Monkton Combe started at 38 and settled to
33. Oundle led by a canvas at the ¼ mile, but
Monkton Combe were level at the Barrier.
Oundle led again by ½ length at Fawley, but
Monkton Combe were level again at the ¾ mile.
Oundle led by canvas at the mile and Monkton
Combe at 36 will nearly level after the 11/8 Mile
but Oundle drew away.

MCSBC : 60 Years on 
Reunion of the 1953/54 1st VIIIs

Friday 13th September 2013 saw the
reunion at Leander Club of members of the
Monkton Eights of 1953/54. Three had died and
one, Nigel Trezise, was not well enough to travel,
but the remainder of the two crews, many of
whom rowed in both years, together with
spouses where applicable, gathered for an
excellent dinner and much reminiscing! In
addition we were delighted to welcome Charles
Grimwade who had coached us and he was able
to entertain us with hitherto unheard stories of
Monkton Staff!

John Ducker wrote a daily diary while he
was at Monkton, and he read us extracts from
our Henley racing days, also noting that some of
us were sitting A-Level exams before and during
the Regatta!

Although unable to attend, Nigel Trezise, a
Cornish Abstract Artist, had sent each of us
vibrant colourful pictures entitled Team Dolphin
2013, and these were unveiled at the dinner.

From those two Henley semi-finalist crews
came two Oxford Blues, an Olympian, and
several successful Oxford and Cambridge
college oarsmen.
Those attending were: Charles Grimwade,

Gerald Blake, John Chester, Victor Cowan-
Dickie, John Dearlove, John Ducker, Kenneth
Gibson, David Ives, Nicholas Richter

Notes by Charles Grimwade
Boat Transport: It is odd that I can't remember how
boats got to Henley in my first two years at MCS.
They certainly did not go by rail in 1949 or 1950
and I can't recollect a lorry. Certainly Dick dragged
sectional boats in 1951 and thereafter, and my
guess would be that the same applied for the
previous two years - but I am very uncertain about
it. Could you get the answer from a surviving
member of one of one of those crews (49 or 50) ?
Joe Bailey: Joe was an Old Radleian and we had
met several times at OR functions, and had had
several very interesting talks about backs, and
especially the strain on them in rowing. When he
put Roger G right in 1952, he said that the back
would certainly be OK. For that (52) regatta, but
that he could not guarantee that it would be in any
way a permanent cure, especially if he carried on
rowing.
1952  John Ducker agreed with me when we
discussed it the other evening at Leander, that it
was not a particularly good crew - not a patch on
the 1953 one. Personally, I think they did so well
because Dick Hole had a wonderful knack if getting
crews to relax early in races and to conserve
energy for the real onslaught at Fawley and
thereafter. Roger Giles gave them that lovely
rhythm which enabled them to do just that.
1953  Dick and I agreed that this was the best crew
we ever coached, and John Ducker confirms that
they were very good indeed. Winchester were
regarded as almost dead certainties to win the cup,
and we slaughtered them in an absolutely fantastic
row. (Dick would never admit that anything was
really good - another reason why he was such a
great coach.)  St Paul's were coached by Freddy
Page, who had coached me in several crews,
including Oriel, and with whose daughter I was
going out semi-seriously at the time. He declared
emphatically that we had the Cup in the bag, as his
crew were very ordinary and they had already
beaten King's Canterbury in a previous regatta by a
large margin.   Why did we not win, then ?  I
remember the race well. We had a canvas lead at
the top of the island, but then I saw Giles suddenly
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nearly collapse in obvious agony. From then on, he
and the whole crew fought bravely, but he could not
give them the usual rhythm, and the result was a
foregone conclusion. He was desperately upset,
and felt he had let the crew down, but Dick, as
always, refused to allot any blame to any one
oarsman, and produced a number of
(unconvincing) explanations, such as an exam
preventing us from having a morning warm-up
outing. Freddy knew what had happened, and
regarded the race as a travesty of justice.  But
then?
1954  Probably about as good as the 1952 crew. It
was heavier and more powerful than previous
crews. I am amazed at how light they were - 1951:
11.8, 1953: 11.6, 1952: 11.5, 1954: 11.10.  (st.lb.) 

Nowadays, they would all have been
lightweights!

They rowed exceptionally well against a
poorish Westminster crew. John Chester was a
more aggressive stroke than Giles. He kept the
rating higher - Giles did tend to go for
dangerously low ratings - but Chester was not a
natural stroke, though a fine oarsman.
 Here endeth my comments

Some Memories of 1952
I went up to Henley on the Saturday before

the Regatta, on the pretext of seeing Joe Bailey
and hearing his assessment of the situation
regarding Roger Giles' injured back. In fact this
was reasonably optimistic, though I was anxious
that under the stress of a race it might not be
strong enough. So I left to return to Monkton in a
somewhat depressed state. I just wanted to get
home as quickly as I could to get away from the
stress. So I drove fairly briskly, and as I
screeched round the sharp corner in Bradford-
on-Avon, I was surprised and not very pleased to
find myself in the midst of a covey (or coven) of
three Police cars. I did not stay to exchange
pleasantries with them, but sped off, praying that
they would not see my number-plate. Actually,
they turned out later to be far too concerned with
other matters to worry about a young man in an
old banger. As I went down Limpley Stoke Hill, I
thought it odd that someone should be having a
bonfire at something after 10 p.m. but I pressed

on, parked the car in the Quad and hurried to the
San in the hope of some comfort from the
Matron. We were not yet engaged, but I had
nuptials very much in the back of my mind. So I
was extremely angry to find her in the little
kitchen, drinking cocoa with on of the Prefects
(Atkinson, I think).

"What the blazes do you think you are
doing?", I bellowed at them.

"The Boathouse is on fire", Atkinson replied.
I suggested to him that this was about the most
stupid excuse I had ever heard, but Pauline said,
"It's true. We've been down there getting as
many boats as we could to the meadow. We
couldn't save many, I'm afraid."  In fact, they had
worked heroically and at some danger to
themselves to rescue five or six of the smaller
boats, and Atkinson was not even in the Boat
Club, being a mere cricketer.

Even so, I had to pack him off to bed, but
cocoa did not have the calming effect on me
which I had hoped for, so Pauline suggested that
we might walk down to the Aqueduct to see the
disaster (a very romantic walk, and I think it was
probably the first time we held hands !!).

The days that followed were busy, and my
teaching was not up to its usual moderate
standard. The Headmaster was full of good
ideas and commissioned me to take over
publicity, as it was clearly going to be helpful if
people know of our plight, with virtually no boats
apart from sculling boats and a couple of tubs.

The crew rose to the occasion, and Hubert
Sirr came up to see the semi-final. I was there
with Paul Witherington, presumably seeking
publicity. When we duly won it, he announced
that we must celebrate and shepherded Paul
and me to the nearest bar. This gave us a
problem, as he was presumably TT, as were
nearly all the Staff. Paul & I were not. We
decided to ask for shandies and to hope that this
compromise was acceptable. It was, and to our
horror, Hubert said to the barman, "I'll have the
same again", and was given a large whiskey.

We had to hurry back to Monkton, as we had
rung the Headmaster with the good news and he
had said, "This is a historic moment in the
School's history. I think the whole School should
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go to see the Final. I'll get the Bursar to order
buses, but will you get back as soon as you can
to help with things here?"

We drove back in Paul's elderly Rolls Royce
(known familiarly as The Flightal Bee). She too
caught the excitement, and must have neared
the speed record for elderly Rollers.

The next morning, as the fleet of buses was
about to leave, an applicant for the post of Music
Master arrived for an interview. "I can't see you
now", said Derek Wigram. "We're just off to
Henley. I'll give you a lift, if you would like to
come with us." Sandy Youngman accepted the
offer, got the job, became an outstanding Music
Master and I don't think he missed a Henley
thereafter until his untimely death.

I had been advised that my best bet for
publicity was to contact the Evening Standard
sports reported, Hylton Cleaver, and that I would
find him in the bar, from where he covered the
Regatta. Derek W. suggested that I should try
this, and said that I could have a reasonable
number of drinks as a legitimate expense on
Monkton business. I saw little racing until our
Final, but Hylton did us proud and helped the
Boat Club to survive in all kinds of ways.

Our first, and to date, last Final and another
historic happening. I am sure no-one had ever
before presented the Bursar with a bill for
"Drinks in the course of duty", and I doubt
whether anyone has done it again, or ever will. 
Charles Grimwade

Multi-tasking at Henley
When the 1953 A−level timetable came out

we saw that for several of us exams fell during
the 10 days we were due to be at Henley. This
was not deemed to be a problem and along with
a roomful of oarsmen from various schools we
sat the exams in a church hall near the river.

Most of the exams fell during practice days
so it was just a question of working our morning
and evening outings around the exam timetable.
However I did have one on the Friday morning of
the semi-finals so the Stewards had to be
lobbied to programme our race for the afternoon.

Looking back on it from the current era of

A−level league tables I wonder whether
headmasters and parents would have been
happy to go along with this plan. Certainly from
the academic point of view it worked well as the
7 of our crew who opted for university made it to
Oxbridge. Indeed the highest mark I achieved in
any A−level paper was on that semi-final day.
With adrenalin flowing I finished the paper with
40 minutes to spare and walked out early in the
hope that we could still have a quick practice
outing.

Maybe, however, it was not so good for the
rowing as Dick Hole was firm in saying no to the
practice outing. And when we did go out for the
race St Paul's beat us and went on to take the
PE cup the following day.
Ken Gibson

Coaching in India March 2013

Mother Ganga: flowing from the tresses of
Lord Shiva in the high Himalaya. The Divine
Mother at the very heart of India's ancient
spiritual tradition. Bodies are burnt beside Her,
ashes are sprinkled upon Her and innumerable
devotees immerse themselves daily in Her. An
unlikely locus therefore for 21st century rowing
but one in which this former Monkton coach
found himself unexpectedly engaged during a
recent stay in Rishikesh, UK (i.e. Uttara Khand!),
India.
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Seated outside my first floor room
overlooking the Ganges downstream of
Rishikesh, imagine my surprise when that all
familiar 'chompf' could be discerned above the
screech of parrots and the excited jabbering of
monkeys ... not to mention the constant drone of
Indian traffic noises (Horn Please! is painted on
all Indian lorries for a very good reason) from the
busy roads behind me. Looking up, I nearly fell
off my balcony when I saw a coxless four
followed by a small armada of sculling boats and
canoes proceeding towards the dam some 1,000
metres beyond . Well, although I was supposedly
in Rishikesh to join my wife in ten days of silent
meditation at a yoga ashram beside the Ganges,
I immediately felt impelled to locate the source of
this totally unanticipated rowing activity. Any
yogic pretensions were rapidly cast aside as I
went in search of the first Indian rowers I had
seen after over thirty years visiting as well as
living and working in the sub-continent.

About four hundred yards upstream of where
we were staying I came across a dilapidated
shed with racking outside for a motley collection
of Sunny (Indian manufactured) craft. Next, I met
'Mr Ali' a dimunitive, wiry 'Everester' who
introduced himself as the 'Chief Coach' of the
Indo-Tibetan Border Police Force Rowing Squad
(strains here of Best Exotic Marigold Hotel I
thought). It quickly transpired that despite being
chief coach, Mr Ali had no actual rowing
experience (even though he shared one thing in
common - i.e. having reached the top of Mount
Everest - with Steve Williams OM) but relied
upon occasional visits from a never seen 'expert
coach' and young Mr Asheesh, a most
enthusiastic, English-speaking assistant.

My new found friends of the ITBP quickly
cottoned on to the fact that I knew rather more
about rowing than they did (some of my former
MCSBC crews might dispute this!) and so I was
immediately enlisted as unpaid honorary coach
thereby giving the ITBP rowing squad an
unexpected international dimension. For the next
ten days I had to turn out at 0630 and spend two
and a half hours daily coaching the most willing,
amiable set of young Indian policemen you could
wish to meet. Mr Asheesh furnished me with a
mountain bike (another sign of India's new found

economic prowess) whenever I was not riding
pillion on his Lambretta (it just got better!) from
which to coach the ITBP crews. I even ventured
into their coxless pair and the stroke seat of the
four which must be worth some Brownie (or the
Indian equivalent) points in my next
reincarnation.

The stretch of the Ganges in question is a
maximum 2km in length (well, we know about
constant turning at MCSBC don't we?) but wide
and relatively still for most of the year. Monsoon
floods in the Himalayas turned these tranquil
waters into a raging torrent recently, sweeping
away whole villages and causing 50,000 deaths
(so I'm sure that my ITBP squaddies would have
had to leave their rowing and attend to more
urgent matters for quite some time up in the
mountains). Anyway, not many of us row past
wild elephants drinking at the river's edge, not to
mention an unusually colourful assortment of
sadhus, temples and ritualistic bathers. No
pontoons here - scrambling over large boulders
whilst carrying boats and blades is de rigueur
before going afloat. Coaching in Hindi proved too
much of a challenge even for my linguistic
powers (!) so Asheesh thankfully translated and
some of the rowers also spoke English.
Apparently a launch has been ordered which will
cause some consternation in due course - not
least for those on the riverside ghats trying to
meditate. It kind of puts riparian tiffs with
fishermen into perspective.

Once I started coaching it was like being
back with my 1988 Junior Colts VIII but obviously
the ITBP rowers were older and stronger if no
better technically. Gradually they picked up the
notion of ratio of slide to blade in the water plus,
of course, the delights of 'exercises' including
endless square blade rowing with eyes closed
etc., etc. By the end of the ten days their racing
start (a totally new concept for them I
discovered) was at 40+ before settling at 36/34
rather than going over the whole course at 24.
We all had a lot of fun and apparently they went
on to scoop the inter-state Indian police
championships with 11 gold medals.

Off the water, the rowers couldn't do enough
to show their appreciation. A few days into the
coaching assignment, Grace and I were invited
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to 'dinner' and were told to be ready for collection
at 7.00p.m. outside the ashram. Grace's great-
grandfather having been number two in the
Indian police force 100 plus years ago we
thought we'd better 'maintain standards'
believing that we were heading for an expensive
restaurant in town. Suitably (or so we thought)
attired, we duly waited for our promised transport
to take us to dinner. About twenty minutes late, a
huge Indian army truck ground to a halt outside
the ashram and my wife, in a beautiful silk sari,
and I were hoisted up into the cab and whisked
out of town in the dark. Could this be a
kidnapping we wondered? Well, eventually we
arrived at a grimy collection of abandoned

factory buildings aka the training HQ of the
squad. Not promising. The look in my wife's eye
was one of bewilderment but I assured her that
rowers were unlikely to hold us for ransom. The
meal turned out to be delicious despite the
environs as we sat at a very small plastic table
with Mr Ali (a Sub-Inspector and therefore
qualified by rank to eat with us) and the rest of
the squad standing round in a semi-circle
watching our every move. The hospitality was

genuine and heartfelt but we declined a second
invitation pleading a 'prior engagement'.

It was very humbling to see how dedicated
these young men (and one woman sculler) were:
training for hours daily on and off the water, well
kitted out and putting up with equipment well
below the standard of anything in the Monkton
boatshed not to mention semi-squalid living
quarters. Just watch out for the ITBP rowers
(they already have one sculler in the Indian
national camp) at Rio in 2016! 
Godfrey Bishop
Erstwhile Master i/c and Coach MCSBC

Reflections from the Landing Stage
Well, my first year at Oxford Brookes

University is complete. An enjoyable year in so
many ways, with rowing very much at the heart
of it.  The amount of rowing training that I have
completed, under our coach Henry Bailhache-
Webb (OM), has pretty much trebled in the year
since leaving Monkton. Training takes place
every day (except Fridays) throughout the year,
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with early morning sessions, come rain or shine,
plus many ergos, weights sessions, core
strength, etc, etc, and I have been doing extra
gym and pool sessions in the evenings. As a
consequence, rest and recuperation have also
been very important. 

When last I wrote I was on the verge of
taking part in the Senior & U23 GB Trials in
November 2012. The weather that weekend was
horrific and as a consequence the Trials were
restricted to a 2k ergo time trial. This was a
shame as my sculling would have helped raise
my overall result. As it was I pulled 6:13, which
meant I was selected for the final trials at
Caversham in April.

Early in the New Year, as preparation for the
Eights Head in March, we entered and won at
both the Reading and Kingston Heads. However,
come March, the weather was again appalling
and the Eights Head was cancelled, which was
very disappointing. As a consequence our next
outing was at Ghent in Belgium, where the
course is almost in the middle of the town. (It
supported the European Rowing Championships
back in 1956). Over 2 days of almost continuous
rain, we raced VIIIs and IVs against many other
Clubs and Universities from the UK and Europe.
Whilst Brookes crews won a number of events,
the main benefit for me, was the experience.

The Senior Trials came up in April, and with
only days to go, I found myself short of a pairs
partner (through injury). Not to be deterred, I
completed in the sculling group and finished 4th
in the D final. Unfortunately I wasn't able to
demonstrate my rowing ability to the coaches
and, disappointingly, will have to wait another
year which at the time felt like a huge setback.

However, still determined, I went back to
training in preparation for the University
Championships at Nottingham (similar in scale to
the National Schools Regatta) and the domestic
regatta season. As something of a diversion I
picked up a job coaching St Anthony's College,
Oxford for the Summer Eights (more commonly
known as the Bumps). Luckily Mr B coxed during
these events whilst at Cambridge, so I secured
some sage advice and managed to devise a
reasonable programme enabling the crews to
qualify and then improve their position.

Henceforth the coaching magician is to be
known as Magic Mike by the St Anthony's crews.
I am hopeful of securing the Coaching role for
2013/14 - which will be good experience and
help stretch my student loan.

Anyway... our competition programme led to
the Metropolitan Regatta at Dorney in June - an
event dominated by Oxford Brookes who won all
the major events and collected the Victor
Ludorum trophy for the most successful club.

By Marlow International Regatta, the racing
had become critical, particularly in terms of
qualification for Henley Royal Regatta.  Our
results were mixed, with Newcastle University
gaining significant wins. The following Friday we
arrived in Henley for the time trials to qualify our
VIII for The Temple Challenge Cup.  Having tried
a number of times to qualify Monkton crews, this
occasion provided a different experience as the
support was huge and qualification was more of
a formality. We qualified as the fastest non-
Selected crew. It was also good to see the
Monkton crew at these qualifiers for the Fawley
Challenge Cup. 

The following Wednesday, I found myself
warming up in the boat sheds at HRR , alongside
crews from Harvard, St Petersberg, Goldie,
Aachen, Germany and Laga, Holland. Our first
round win over Hampton School settled the crew
and for the first time, I found myself through to
the Thursday of the Regatta, facing the
favourites for the event.  A tense morning was
brought into focus as we launched our boat
alongside Harvard University! Unfortunately, my
HRR campaign was brought to an end by a
defeat by 1½ lengths. Harvard went on to
compete in the final, but were defeated in a close
race by the crew from Laga.

As soon as HRR finished, I was off to
hospital to have my nose reset from a break that
I sustained playing Rugby for Monkton.
Amazingly, I can now breathe through it!

I have been back in training since mid-
August, aiming compete in the European
Universities' Regatta in Poland. Unfortunately,
limited funding prevented this, so instead we
headed to Dartmouth Regatta for a fun weekend
in the harbour, with our VIII securing a win in the
Open Eights category. 
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So to sum up my first year at University - the
sheer amount of training has been really
challenging, and at times the pain has been
excruciating; so much so, that it lives with you for
hours after the training session. However, there
are no short cuts! One of the things you can't
value enough is the support of the other
oarsmen in the squad and those in your boat. At
times it sustains you and at others it lifts you to
performances that you hadn't perhaps expected. 

So, back to the future - we have a couple of
days of rest, to recover from the Dartmouth
Regatta (not just the rowing!). Today, as I am
writing this, I am celebrating my 20th birthday. It
will be back to training on Monday (at the new
Oxford Brookes boathouse, opened back in
June) and my goal has to be to lay down a solid
base of injury free winter training & then make it
into the U23 squad for next year - besides
working hard on my medical degree! 

It's a small world!
Whilst in the Wheelwrights Arms with my

girlfriend, Ella Geary Pepper and Mr B, the
conversation, not surprisingly turned to rowing.
Not to be left out, Ella mentioned that her uncle
had partnered Sir Steve Redgrave early on in his
career at Leander, and had also rowed whilst at
Belmont Abbey School, Hereford. 

At this point Mr B's ears pricked up, and with
only a little thought was able to recall the Rowing
Coach from said school and a race at the
Bluefriars Small Boats Head, at Saltford, in the
early 1970's in which they competed. Mr B was
even able to recall the names of the winning
oarsmen from that race - C. D Ritches and N.
Pepper. Yes, you guessed it, Nick Pepper turns
out to be the Uncle of my girlfriend!!

The occasion stood out in Mr B's mind as
Mark Jabalé, the Headmaster & coach from
Belmont Abbey had dared question the precision
of the timing of the race!

C. Riches still runs the Schools Head and
Nick Pepper coached at Emmanuel College,
Cambridge for many years.
Mike Lawrence Aug 2013.

The Bumps
When I arrived in Cambridge I was

determined to continue rowing. I briefly
entertained the idea of trialling for the university
squad, but decided not to and instead to gain
what experience I could from college rowing
before perhaps trialling in my 2nd or 3rd years.

I soon realised that the rowing calendar is
pretty different here. Each term has a major
event - Fairbairns, a 5km time trial, is the main
focus of the Michaelmas term and bumps races
are held in the Lent and Easter terms. In addition
to these events my college was also aiming to
attend the large national races throughout the
year such as HORR and Henley Royal.

 The Cam is too narrow to hold side-by-side
races, so instead the main events of the year are
the bumps races. Crews in each division line up
at the start with around 1.5 boat lengths of water
between them and all go on the sound of a
cannon blast. The aim of racing is simple - catch
up and make contact with the boat in front before
the boat behind catches you! The bumps are run
over 4 consecutive days to allow greater
movement in the division, so a good crew would
be hoping to bump up each day (and so achieve
the coveted 'blades') and the worst a crew can
generally do is to drop 4 places in the order.

 When I arrived, my college (Caius) were the
Head crew for both Lent and May bumps. This
means they started first in the crew order and
only had one aim - avoid being bumped. Aside
from that, it doesn't really matter if by the end of
the course you have 1 foot or 100m of distance
over the chasing crew, the important thing is that
you remain at the headship.

 We retained the Lent headship fairly easily,
usually rowing around 5 lengths clear of
Downing College in the first 1000m and then
finishing the rest of the course at a chunky rate
28. Our Mays crew was even stronger, thanks to
the addition of 2 oarsman and a cox who had
been away from college rowing in the first two
terms with CUBC. So hopes were high for
retaining the second headship of the year.

 The first two days went according to plan.
We were up by over 6 lengths as we turned onto
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the Long Reach (around 3 minutes into the race)
and took the rate down below 24 on both days.
However, this did not last. While we were
spinning just before the start on the third day our
fin and rudder fell off the boat, unknown to us.
We started the race as normal, but the bends on
the Cam are too narrow to take without a rudder
and our cox soon discovered he had no steering!
To save the boat we pulled into the bank and got
bumped.

 The boat was quickly fixed that evening in
preparation for the final day. The atmosphere of
bumps is unlike anything I have experienced so
far in rowing. Over 5,000 people crowd along the
banks of the Cam towards the end of the final
day, which is quite a lot for a river not much
wider than the water at Monkton! Rowing up to
the start was nerve-racking, and the practice
starts felt even faster and higher than normal.
We arrived at the start, carefully turned -
checked the rudder - and waited. The countdown
stops five seconds before the cannon.

 10...9...8...7...6...5...............BOOM!
Draw, draw, sharpen, sharpen - this start felt

good, solid, fast. It wasn't until the cox called the
rate 15 strokes in (49!) that I realised how just
how pepped up and ready to go the crew was.
We settled at a much higher rate than usual
through the corners, ticking over at 40 or so.
Then we heard 3 whistles from the bank,
signifying we only had half a length of clear
water between us and Downing. Our cox called
our final push, and the boat leapt out of the Cam
as all 8 of us put down as much as we could with
every stroke. I felt a few bumps down in the stern
as our bow caused the Downing stroke-man to
crab (and leave a streak of lilac paint down the
bow of our boat!) and we got the bump and
retained the headship.

 This was not the end of our season; we pre-
qualified for the Temple Challenge Cup at Henley
but left on the Wednesday after losing to a fast
American crew by 1/2 a length.

Yet there is no doubt that bumping was the
noisiest and most exciting moment of the year!
 Sam Fawcett [Sam rowed as Stroke for the
Mays (Summer Bumps) and for Henley.]

A new boathouse
A new boathouse is rising from the notorious

mud of Saltford, and it should be in action very
soon, giving dramatically improved facilities for
Avon County RC, the University of Bristol BC
and Monkton Combe School Boat Club.

Another boathouse with Monkton
connections will soon be built in Cambridge for
Caius Boat Club.

My first ever regatta encounter with MCSBC
was at Henley in July 1965. In those days
college crews which had been knocked out of
the regatta volunteered to man the progress
boxes have various points up the course. I found
myself in the signal box at the ¼ Mile, where I
had to report that Tabor Academy (USA) were
leading Monkton Combe School by a Canvas.
Tabor went on to win the event. Monkton were
drawn against Tabor again in 1967, by which
time I had joined the staff, coaching a variety of
crews and helping coxes in particular.

In 1968, Charles Grimwade took the
Monkton crew to Copenhagen for a regatta after
the end of the Summer Term. However,
preparations were disrupted by summer floods,
when Longmead became a lake; the river flowed
through the boathouse; all roads into the village
were blocked for a while. I got in touch with
Caius, and the Monkton crew were their guests
for a short training camp on their way to
Copenhagen.

For the 18 years 1970-1987, the Monkton
Easter training camp took place at Caius; it was
nearly always for the 1st VIII only, but we did
take the 2nd crew once. The crew took sleeping
bags and made themselves at home in one of
the changing rooms. I used the other one which
was hardly palatial, but adequate. We walked
across to the college three times a day for
meals, for which we were charged at the same
rate as undergraduates. In all those years Caius
never asked for any payment for our use of their
boathouse. After 18 camps sleeping 'rough' by
the Cam, we went twice to Mâcon, and we are
about to have our 25th visit to Nantes.

Links with Caius continue, if sporadically.
One of the guests at the party I was given in
January, was the Stroke of the Caius boat I
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coxed for three years. As you can read
elsewhere, his successor of 2013 was Sam
Fawcett, who stroked the Monkton Quad in 2011.

In recognition of the generosity of Caius to
Monkton crews over so many years, the
Bluefriars Trust will be making a donation
towards the new Caius boathouse. Perhaps we
will be able to welcome Caius to the Saltford
facility sometime?
Julian Bewick

Why I Row
I'm crossing the finish line at Gloucester

regatta in the single sculls. In a head to head
race I have won by a foot against a 30 year old
man from Hereford in what has possibly the most
exciting race in my life. I have overturned the
odds to pull through and win. This is why I row,
for exhilaration, excitement, and the adrenaline
rush, as well as the feral feeling of triumph when
I cross the line first. 

But what else have I done this for? The pot
is obvious, but what else have I gained? Starting
rowing has got to be one of the best decisions I
have ever made for life skills. Rowing has taught
me determination and discipline. Training has
been tough, and managing it has made me
mentally stronger and able to cope with
challenges in the real world. Rowing has
smoothed out my sharp individualism and ego. 

I struggle with teamwork and being in a
group, and rowing has taught me that being part
of a project is impossible without working with
your teammates or your coach (if you're a
sculler). I can now see that it's possible for the
finished product can be greater than the sum of
the individuals in the boat, and I can see this
being very helpful when I pursue a career. 

Lastly, rowing has been a huge source of
enjoyment for me. There is nothing I like more
than to go out on a Sunday morning at Bradford-
on-Avon with my partner Steve Archer for a
paddle in a coxless pair. Spending time with like
minded people, and with the peaceful serenity of
the river is the greatest way to escape the stress
of everyday life, to relax, and have fun. Rowing

is something that I would recommend to
absolutely anyone, so I encourage you all to get
out on the river! 
Alex Manley (MCSBC 1st 4x 2012) 

What is rowing to you?
Thanks to Carl Purchase, Mike Smith, Julian
Bewick, Zoe Patterson, Andy Taylor, Ben Tipney,
Matt Wells and everyone else who had ever
coached me at Monkton... 

I know very well what rowing is to me. To me
rowing is a way of describing myself to other
people. I say things like "I am interested in
science, statistics... I am good at running and
cooking omelettes... I am not good at creative
writing... Alongside that I always say that "I am a
rower... yes a rower... you know, one of those
people with oars, who stick outside when
everybody else is hiding from the weather? Yes, I
am one of them!"

I say that because I believe that we as
people are defined a lot by the things we do and
activities we pursue. There is this whole thing
about stereotypes, they are very often wrong; but
even more often they are useful to build first
impressions about people we meet. We all know
that bankers are rich, scientists - disorganised,
artists - eccentric, mathematicians - weird...
Photographers are annoying, history teachers
are boring, statisticians are liars and rowers
are... But what are rowers?

 What does it mean to be a rower? Does it
mean being mentally strong...or possibly having
a lot of endurance? I could say that a true rower
is anyone who loves the experience of a crew
rowing well together and hates ergos...and I
would be right. But really, what does it mean?
Who are we as rowers, what do we all have in
common? I do not know.

 All I know for sure is that I am a product of
intensive education and I needed to escape from
that environment of mental tension on a regular
basis. That's what rowing has eventually become
for me - a way to escape school for a little while.
I had been running down to the boat club or
sports hall almost every day of Lent and Summer
terms for 5 consecutive years...I had changed a
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lot during that time, but believe it or not the
reason why I came down to train had stayed the
same. And that is despite all those major
changes that Monkton's rowing club has had
over the same 5 years. Just to think of it: over
the course of year 11, year 12 and year 13, I had
had 3 different Directors of Rowing. Which one
of them was the best from the point of view of a
person who...suffered (no other word comes to
mind) from their training programmes? I will
never be able to say.

 But one thing I can say for sure, and it links
in a certain way back to what it means to be a
rower. Each one of my rowing coaches has had
a very deep imprint on me. Young people are
generally very easily influenced by the adults
that they build their relationships with; I am very
grateful (and I am sure that my ex-team mates
are too) that we as rowers at Monkton have had
the privilege of being coached by such great
people.

 Our rowing coaches bear some complex
feeling of what it means to be a rower, a feeling
that all true rowers share. And they pass that
feeling, that tradition over to us so that some of
us can then pass it over to the next
generations...

 So what is rowing to you? To me it's not just
something I do to pass time and get fitter; not
just a hobby. To me rowing is a way of describing
myself, a way of seeing things differently, one of
the many ways of life.
Konstantin Goncharov - October 2013

A note of thanks. 
Having spent a longer than usual period at

University I have finally entered the world of
work, and thankfully I have managed to enter
into a sector that I always wanted to. I am now a
rowing coach in Oxford with the Hinksey Sculling
School. Hinksey is a junior outreach club which
promotes rowing in the community and the
promotion of sport in the further of development
of young athletes. I have also taken on a role at
Hertford College Oxford as a lower boats coach.
A somewhat convoluted journey over the last ten
years has not been possible without the support

and advice of many people and I would like to
take an opportunity to say thank you to those
who have helped me on my way. First and
foremost none of this is possible without the
support of the Bluefriars trust and most
importantly Julian Bewick who has always tried
to keep me on an even keel and has offered
great advice; from schooldays to present I have
kept the values he taught me close to heart. I
would also like to thank Gordon Reay who not
only coached me at school but helped me with
my coaching development and continues to do
so to this day. Mike and Roma Beresford at
Southampton University Boat Club who
supported and mentored me in my time as a
coach there. Other thanks must go to Johnny
Garrow, William Robins, the Coates family and
Matt Markham whose continued friendship and
advice has led me to carry on pursuing my goals
through difficult times. There are of course
countless others who need thanking and I
presume there will be many more. Thank you all. 
Toby Johnson

Celebrate Good Times
2013 started with a fantastic excuse for a

celebration! Over 100 past and present oarsmen
from Monkton, along with friends and family
helped Julian Bewick celebrate his 70th birthday,
hosted in the beautiful dining room by Monkton
Combe School. 

It was an evening of much fun and laughter
and many rowing stories! Some who couldn't be
present sent messages to Julian and video clips
were played from Gordon Reay, Godfrey Bishop
and Mike Smith who had the guests in fits of
laughter.

During the evening,  contributions were
made by Steve Williams OBE, Alex Partridge,
Rowley Douglas MBE, Matt Wells, Richard
Backhouse, Robin Leach, Fergus Murison, Mike
Lapage and the 2012/13 Captain of Boats, Josh
Stupples and the ladies Captain, Vicky Warner.
All paid tribute to Julian, whether as friend,
colleague, tutor, housemaster, rowing coach or
mentor.  What was clear during the evening was
the depth of feeling, gratitude and respect for Mr.
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B. whether from the crews of the 70's to the
present day oarsmen and women, or those who
work alongside him on the Bluefriars Trust or
local rowing clubs.

In total, 7 Olympians attended the dinner -
along with many past Captains of Boats and past
stars of Monkton's rowing heritage, including
John Boggis, the only Monktonian who has won
the National Schools single sculls event. 

MCSBC has an amazing rowing record, with
no less than 13 Olympians gracing its roll of
honour.

With thanks to the terrific organisational
skills of Debbie Stupples, Zoe Patterson, Jane
and David Lawrence the evening made a surplus
which contributed to the Appeal for funds
towards a new Janeousk racing 4x which was
subsequently purchased and aptly named Jules
at Henley Royal Regatta

Thank you
The newsletter gives an annual opportunity

to thank supporters for their generosity. Many
readers make regular donations for which we are
grateful.  Since 1996, the Bluefriars trust has
made grants totalling about £200,000; donors of
any sum from £10 a year to £100 a month may
feel their contribution is insignificant, but the
combined donation from all enables Bluefriars to
make significant grants.

Thank you also for donations given towards
the school boat club appeal; Major renovation
has been undertaken at Dundas; the boathouse
at Saltford will soon be finished; the boat fund is
yet to be fully subscribed.

The account details for donations to
Bluefriars are:

Bank: CAFBank
Account: Monkton Bluefriars
Account Number: 00004739
Sort Code: 40-52-40
 A Gift Aid form is  on the Bluefriars website.
 For donations to the Boat Club appeal,

please get in touch with Dr Alan Kerbey,
Development Office, Monkton Combe, Bath BA2
7HG

This year I must give a personal thank you.
The party arranged for my birthday in January
was a very special occasion, attended by rowing
friends from the distant past to current athletes. I
thoroughly enjoyed the evening, as did the 100
or so guests. Thanks go to the organisers and
the many who helped towards a new boat for the
club (complete with a set of sculls); the boat was
named at Henley during the end of season
picnic.
Julian Bewick

History Lesson
One of the pleasures of the School's

wonderful workshop on the canal is to be able to
sit down at lunchtime, with a sandwich purloined
from the school kitchens and put the world to
rights with either Carl or Andy. Alternatively, if
you are on your own, you can read one of the
many rowing publications that are stored in the
book shelves. It was one of these that has led to
this article for the Newsletter.

The book in question, is R.D Hole's History
of Monkton Combe School Boat Club 1878-1978 

When I mentioned to Julian that I was going
to do a rather belated review of it, he said, "Oh,
wonderful, I just happen to have a few copies
available at No1 Church Cottages; they are all
first editions and there will never be a re-print, so
everybody should get one while they can!" In
writing this review I am concentrating on the
structure and logistics of the club, (leaving you,
the reader to concentrate on the competition and
results after you have bought one of the
remaining rare and valuable copies of the book),
but one result is worth mentioning, in 1911 the
school beat Abingdon School on the Thames by
three lengtgths - oh to be able to do that now!
(Abingdon have of course won the Princess
Elizabeth Cup at Henley for the last 3 years!!)

The book is divided into ten chapters, each
one covering roughly a decade of the club's
history, and fascinating reading it is too, covering
all the trials and tribulations of the day to day and
month to month running of the club, many of
them sounding very similar to the same ones we
have now. 
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In the 1880's, it would seem that we rowed
on both the canal and the river, having just two
boats, a four and a pair, with several canoes that
were based on the canal, which of course was
still very much in everyday commercial use.
There were competitions organised with Bath
Rowing Club (Minerva?) and Bath College. I
think both these clubs at that time were based at
the Claverton Pumping Station. 

Those of you who have read Harry Patch's
book The Last Tommy will no doubt remember
him mentioning a club at that site and also taking
part in several outings on both the canal and the
river. It would appear that the school didn't have
a boathouse as such until about 1900, when a
shed appeared alongside the abutments of the
Dundas Aqueduct, a shed that doesn't look too
different to the one that we have today. 

The other thing that becomes very apparent

is the state of the river, which until the foundation
of the Bristol Avon River Board was only
navigable by one boat, despite repeated efforts
to clear it made by the board and the school.
Two crews could eventually row side by side
along the length of the Monkton stretch by 1945.
This was only brought about by the board
bringing in steam traction engines down on the
banks to haul out the larger trees with some
major bonfires on the bank to dispose of them.

Perhaps we could persuade the board's present
day successor, The Environment Agency to do
something similar, as we still have a major
problem with the trees.

 1911 also saw the introduction of the inter-
house races brought back successfully by Matt
Wells last year after a break of some thirty years.

Throughout the book, as now, there is a
familiar struggle to get equipment, most of it
acquired either second-hand or new through the
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generosity of OMs; but by 1920 the club had
seven fours of varying quality, two tub pairs and
was about to be the proud owner of its first eight.
By the mid-thirties there were three eights
available and the school entered the Ladies
Plate at Henley from 1920 onwards. 

If we think that boat loading is difficult now,
then look what happened between 1920 and
1945. With an eight that wasn't sectioned, it was
carried up to the canal where the workshop now
stands and then floated along the canal to the
bottom of Winsley Hill, carried to Limpley Stoke
station goods yard where the Great Western
Railway had positioned a specially fitted long
wagon with another buffer truck at one end. The
boat was carried up to the station and strapped
to the long wagon but not to the small one. This
arrangement worked wonderfully until some
overzealous employee of the GWR decided it
would be a good idea to strap it to the leading
wagon as well. This led to the
destruction of the boat as
soon as it got to the sharp
curves and points at
Bathampton junction, as we
know boats don't bend, and
the crew retrieved a pile of
matchwood at Henley.

The Second World War
years and late forties seemed
to be yet again time for
making do and mending as far
as all the equipment went, so
nothing new there! But
throughout this time the
numbers in the club increased,
along with the equipment, and
by 1950 there were three
Eights and eight Fours and
some Tubs in the boat house.
All were lost in the disastrous
fire in June 1951 where
everything on the site was
destroyed. The fire crews
were on hand but could not
get any of their equipment
down to the boathouse in time.

 The Phoenix arose
though, for at Henley in a

borrowed boat the school got through to the
semi-finals in the Princess Elizabeth Cup and the
next year they got to the finals just losing to
Radley. Once again in 1953 they got to the
Semi-final, full details of which are covered in
great detail in the book. 

It is interesting to note that the school had
no boatman until 1963, when Terry Page started
to build an extensive range of excellent boats.
Until then all repairs and maintenance was done
by the coaches! Major repairs were done by the
Hardwick's at The Bath Boating Station who are
still there and are still building and re-building
boats.

The final part of the story covers the rest of
the post war years until the arrival of a certain Mr
J M Bewick and is a fascinating read. 

Buy the book from JMB and he will be able
to fill you in on all the details after 1978.
Mike Smith
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MCSBC
Girls

Rowing this year has been so much fun. We
started with a senior girls' squad stronger in
numbers that the year before, with lots of year
12s joining completely new to the sport. 

All the different abilities merged together
fantastically, whether from the 4th, 3rd, 2nd year
or even those in their first month of doing the
sport. Everyone supported each other, and those
new to the sport were committed and brilliant at
settling into the sport. The new senior girls
competed in a coxed quad at the Avon Head
within a few weeks of getting into a boat. We
competed in a wide range of boats. The senior
girls entered a coxless quad at Wycliffe Head (a
special mention to Sian Cogan for adapting to
the steering), but later on we also raced in coxed
quads, singles, doubles, and a coxed four . 

A highlight was the House Regatta. The girls'
houses pulled together across year groups to
look fantastic in house colours and co-ordinated
lipstick, have fun, and of course compete in
races in coxed quads and eights. 

Team spirit was not only evident on the river
but also in other training sessions. We became a
lot more efficient when it came to dreaded ergos,
always encouraging and supporting each other.
Weights sessions were also a new experience
for many, entering a part of the school that had
previously seemed a boys-only domain... the
gym. This similarly was great fun and a key
aspect of training. 

Thank you's for this year have to go to all the
coaches and boatmen, who make the sport not
only possible but more importantly enjoyable.
We said goodbye to Miss Patterson, Mrs Hurst-
Mawasse and Miss Ward who will be sorely
missed, and we wish them the best of luck and
thank them for all their hard work; they really
were more team mates than coaches. Another
thank you to the parents, for your support,
shouts, hugs, and picnic baskets at every event!

The coming year looks set to be just as
much fun, with new girls joining as well as the
previous year 10s coming up into the senior end

of the club. We are also looking forward to the
new boat club at Saltford, and the difference this
will make. See everyone in the New Year!
Victoria Warner - Captain 2013 & 2014

Senior Boys
This year the Boat Club saw itself under new

management, with Olympian Matt Wells taking
the reins, and bringing 15 years of international
experience and knowledge of making it to the top
events; this has proved valuable throughout the
season and will be a key ingredient for the future
success of Monkton rowing.

In the Lent Term the Senior VIII struggled to
establish itself in the head season against
stronger and more trained rowing schools and
this showed at the Schools Head, where the VIII
came 20th out 24, and at the other head races
which were Avon and Wycliffe. However success
came for the smaller boats and this was proven
at Avon County Head with the Senior quad and
four both just losing out with the quad 0.4
seconds off the winning time.

 This led to the different route of a quad
becoming the priority boat and a four becoming
the second main boat in the senior boys' squad.

Yet again we had a successful Nantes
training camp where the boys were put through
some very intensive and technical training which
helped us be ready for the regatta season. My
quad even enjoyed the pleasure of Mr Wells
rowing with us in the bow seat. However the
pleasure was short-lived when Mr Wells, who
was steering the boat, crashed us twice in a
1000m piece. This happened to be the only time
that we crashed in the whole training camp.

We kicked off the summer with a 300m
friendly regatta with Wycliffe. This was an event
that hasn't been hosted on our own stretch of
river before. During this event the senior boys
just lost, while the boys' quad were even closer
to a win, but owing to a poor start failed to take
Wycliffe in the 300m course. 

The boys quad headed to Wallingford with
the quad getting their first experience of how
tough the competition is in the quad division.
Even I, with three senior years of rowing, had
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never experienced championship races, having
only raced 1st four races. We sadly came last in
our race; but overall we were 14th out of 19 - a
good start as it was our first proper race in the
quad - but it showed we had a lot of work to do. 

After Wallingford the four and quad raced at
NSR. On the Saturday of the regatta the four
sadly were unable to defend their bronze medal
position of last year, just losing out in the
qualifying time trial. On the Sunday of the regatta
the quad raced well but were 3 seconds outside
qualifying. We were disappointed, but yet again
the result showed we had improved significantly
since our performance at Wallingford. But again
the competition was tough, and just to illustrate
how tough and tight it was, if we had been 8
seconds faster and we would have qualified in
12th place.

After NSR, the Seniors competed in their
Houses in the House Regatta, an event which
hadn't taken place at Monkton for a long time; it
was a brilliant success with Eddystone and Farm
being the boys' winners. On the same day the
boys four and girls four raced a staff eight which
the staff narrowly won. While the quad had the
joy of racing the Olympian Matt Wells in his
single it was a very tight and tough race with the
quad winning by a canvas.

After that the four and quad entered Marlow.
Both crews struggled in the conditions with a
strong cross wind at Dorney, making every boat
struggle. Sadly, both crews didn't win their races.

The quad had one more race - the Henley
qualifiers. The quad was entered in the Fawley
Cup; 44 crews competed in the qualifier for only
13 places. The race was probably our best of the
season and at the same time the hardest.
However, the tough competition again proved too
much and sadly we were 6 seconds outside the
qualifying time. We were disappointed but yet
again happy with our performance. The crew had
been formed in April, and facing difficult
competition all the way, it had made significant
improvement during the racing season.

Last year, I was appointed Captain; with the
Director of Rowng leaving, I wasn't sure where
we were heading or what we were going to do.
But as I leave the School and sadly leave the
Boat Club, I know from what I have seen this

year that the Boat Club is in safe hands under Mr
Wells' management. I can say with confidence
that Monkton rowing can only go up, and it will.
Josh Stupples

2014
I am really delighted to start working with the

challenges of a new year as Captain with a new
set of people and many new facilities which will
really help us achieve our aims. Although I have
a tough act to follow I am hopeful that with the
help of Mr Wells and the other coaches we can
take the club onto bigger and better
achievements; as well as building on last year's
successes. I have been rowing at Monkton for
four years now and I am looking forward to this
year more than ever. 

I am really privileged to be given the
opportunity to be Captain of a Boat Club which
has created such a legacy over the years. I'm
hoping to put a focus on participation and getting
as many as possible to enjoy rowing. In addition
I think that it is important to teach all club
members the basics of rowing so that they have
the foundations which could take them all the
way up to national level where the smallest
changes are important. This focus teaches key
skills such as dedication and commitment which
can be applied to many areas in life.

I am very excited with the planned new
facility which is being constructed at Saltford and
I am sure that this will allow Monkton to hold
more events such as sprint regattas and inter-
house competitions which proved so successful
last year. I thought that these events really did
bring the school together in a way that I have
never seen it before. I would also like to maintain
rowing's fun environment which can really help
with the pressures of school life. In a busy school
day, I personally as well as many of my friends
think that rowing is a great break from the
academic pressures of school at the end of the
day. I have also found it is the place where I
have made most of my friends during my time at
Monkton.

I hope I can help Monkton to keep delivering
goods results as it has done in the past.
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Although I know that national level results might
not come immediately I am really hopeful that
the road ahead is positive.
Joshua Black - Captain 2014

Notes by the Director of Rowing
From the words of Tolkien my journey from

the 2012 London Olympics to Director of Rowing
at Monkton could be described as out of the
frying pan and into the fire. My family and I
moved from London to the West Country in
December last year and from the day we moved
it didn't stop raining for eight whole weeks; it was
as though someone had left the tap running over
this side fo the country. Then when it finally
stopped raining it snowed! All this was my start
of rowing at Monkton. As we all know the rain
meant that the majority of the first term was a
write-off as far as rowing was concerned. 

On entering the school I had big plans for a
five year project which was to turn the rowing
around at the school. My goal was to make
rowing 'fun' so that the young rowers of 2013/14
would look back with fond memories of their time
spent on the Avon underneath the aqueduct. 

Like with any project the start is always very
difficult and for me to re-introduce the School
and the Boat Club to each other took a little bit of
persuasion and compromising on both sides.
The school were very conscious that rowers
were often missing Saturday school to go to
regattas so the racing calendar had to be
reviewed.

Two massive plusses for the Boat Club this
year were the re-introduction of the house
regatta and an invitational sprint regatta held on
the Avon under the Aqueduct. This was a
fantastic hit with parents and staff giving them an
opportunity to see their kids in action on the river.
We often have to travel great distances to
compete, preventing our home supporters
getting there to cheer us on; so the sprint regatta
was a really big hit. It was also a hit with the
school as students could do all of their Saturday
lessons then jog down to the river. 

The re-introduction of the house regatta was
a massive success and the kids jumped into it
with all guns blazing. As with all inter-house

competitions this was a win or die event. When I
encouraged them to wear their house colours I
wasn't quite expecting that they would come
down to the boathouse painted from head to
foot. But they did!

The atmosphere all year has been one of
enjoyment and team spirit which has been
fantastic. The annual training camp in Nantes
which happened to be the club's 24th was
another successful camp. One student was
heard to say "I don't want to go home'', which for
me made the whole experience, one which
would not have been possible without the help of
the Bluefriars. Every one of the 16 athletes is so
very grateful to you. 

I have to admit that this year hasn't been
one where we have been over blessed with wins
with us often going to regattas and coming away
with many race victories but only one or two
outright wins. This is hard for the students but as
they develop their ideas with fun, team spirit and
hard training they will be rewarded.

Saltford
Looking forward, Monkton has a very

exciting future with new athletes so keen to
impress and training hard to get those
successes. We aim to replicate the house
regatta and have another couple of events at
home. This will be made slightly easier with the
introduction of the Saltford project. 

For me starting out the year this project has
been there in the back of my head, what an
exciting prospect. So far I have been to see the
site several times and although it still looks like a
massive building site it is only now when you can
see the scale of the project. The boathouse
could take everything we own, along with all the
students - it is that big. It is a wonderful
opportunity for the school to have this fantastic
facility. 

Our plans have evolved through the build
period of the boathouse and will enable us to
provide both a performance and a participation
sport, which to my knowledge will be a first in
any school. We will run both the Saltford and the
Dundas boathouses simultaneously which will
give the students at the top a real opportunity for
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longer distances with slightly less steering and
the younger students more time to develop their
skills. The school have been incredibly helpful
with this project as they are potentially changing
the academic timetable to ensure that sport has
a priority on certain days and increasing the time
which we can have during our games
afternoons. I am sure that this is going to really
help put Monkton back onto the map. 

For a small school like Monkton with a
population of 416 students we do field some very
impressive squads when we compare our
populations to say Abingdon and Eton of 1400
boys or Headington and LEH of 1200 girls. We
are on the up and Monkton is coming home!

Regular Reports
Through out the year we have been keeping

everyone informed of our progress with mini
blogs. They have always indicated the rower boy
and girl of the regatta and the unsung hero. This
proves to be a hit with staff and parents who
haven't got the time to be there in person. I
thought I would include a couple of our blogs.

House Regatta 
What weather we had today for the return of

the Monkton Combe House Regatta. With such a
beautiful location to host this event we decided
that we would run the house races slightly longer
so that the crews all finished at the aqueduct. Of
course not everyone could row today but the
majority of the Boat Club did race. There were
some exceptionally close races and some much
closer ones that you would expect from the line
ups.

We have all worked so hard this term and
with the National Schools Regatta out of the way
it was time to really have some fun. The crews
all competed in their house colours and the true
rivalry, which the houses have, really came out
today. But along with this fierce rivalry there were
moments of true compassion as the house crews
congratulated each other and the non-competing
members of the club really made the difference
to the event by shouting encouragement all the
way down the course.

Obviously the results are what everyone
wants to know about as it is such a fiercely
fought competition. The Boys had two trophies to
aim for - coxed quads in the junior (yr 9 and 10)
category and the senior (yr 11-13) category. This
meant that to win their respective cups they had
to beat two crews.  The girls on the other hand
had a much more difficult day. To win the one
and only cup for girls, which is gold not silver as
the boys ones are, the girls had to win the first
coxed quad race, the second coxed quad race
and the eight or the best results in all three
events.

After some exceptionally close races School
House won the final of the Junior category,
Eddystone produced an amazing race to go past
the much favoured Grove crew to win the senior
category. In the girls category the race victories
went one to each house and the decider being
the eights race there was a tight tussle and I
mean a tight tussle with blade clashes and
crashes. However, the red painted faces of
Clarendon come past the finish line first. The
trophies were presented to each of the winners
by our superb boatmen who have done such
hard work this year to keep the club literally
afloat.

Following the serious racing it was time to
have a race between staff and students. The first
boys four and the first girls four took on a mixed
eight of seasoned oarsmen from the staff
side. The race was pretty one-sided with
bragging rights going to the staff team. To my
understanding this is the first time a staff team
has beaten the students team in any of the
sports this year. Well done to those
involved. The last race of the day was a race
between myself and the senior boys first
quad. The result was extremely pleasing for me
as I lost by a matter of feet to our first quad,
which shows they are starting to move the boat
well.

So now it is down to thanks, which are
numerous. The rowing staff this year have been
brilliant; thank you for all your support.  With
many house parents and members of teaching
staff coming down to watch what was going on.
Parents who came down thank you so much for
coming down and making this event as well
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supported as it was. Thank you again to all the
members of the catering staff who have been
absolutely brilliant this year with feeding the
rowers. 

My man of the event has to be Tom Giles
who painted himself from head to toe in blue
paint representing Farm house.  On a hot day
with the paint cracking he kept it on all day. Well
done Tom.  My girl of the match is tight again but
I'm going to say Vickie Warner for her efforts with
the advertising of the event and creating a
vibrant musical event at the boathouse.

Stratford and Marlow
This was a big weekend for Monkton with 23

crews racing in 21 events (67 students) at
Stratford and 2 crews racing in 2 events at
Marlow. With the organisation of Stratford not
quite being up to the standard of the Monkton
Home regattas, all the Monkton rowers found it
very badly organised and it was very frustrating
for all who were involved. For me having rowed
for nearly twenty years this was the worst
organised event I have ever been to. At one
point in the day the races were nearly four hours
late. Some crews had to queue holding boats for
over an hour before waiting on the water for an
hour before being sent down the course very
quickly. We were told that eights were too big for
the event and therefore we were unable to race
eights, only to see eights racing down the
course. This is incredibly annoying for crews who
have had to be left at home when they could
have raced. 

The initial timings completely broke down
halfway through the first division of three. At one
stage races were just happening as and when
crews where paired off. As a keen rower and
being very enthusiastic for the sport I felt let
down to have subjected our young rowers to this
type of event. With the event going into
shambles it was a case of our very able coaches
organising our events ourselves, which was very
impressive to see our team working so well
under pressure. They saved the day; when some
schools left, we kept going and everyone
managed to race. I was under strict instructions

from the House Parents and rowers from Nutfield
that I would return all their girls for their formal
dinner in the evening by 7pm and with a little bit
of juggling around with a few different types of
transport we managed it.

Having said all that, we did have a very
positive day. We were racing 19 schools in
different events with every single crew racing in
more than one race. The course was 750m with
a very strong wind and a 80 degree bend; side
by side, winner takes all type of racing. Some
crews had to race 4 or 5 times just to make it to
the final. We had some outstanding
performances during the day and I can't mention
all of them. One of the highlights to the day was
watching the WJ18 4+ (year 12 girls coxed four)
narrowly missing out by 2 inches to going into
the final. This crew only started rowing rather
than sculling this year and have really enjoyed
the sport and have now caught up to girls who
have been rowing for years. That just shows the
tenacity that they have. We had a some
exceptional performances from our J14x+ (1)
(year 9 boys first quad) racing four back-to-back
races against rested crews before just missing
out in the final to winning the event. The crew
were very disappointed having had an 'unbeaten'
season. Max Leflaive-Manley and Sam Watt
really did boss the singles racing showing some
real skills in the difficult water, with Max missing
out in the final mainly because of conditions. The
big overall win came in the J15 4x+ (year 10
boys quad) event who just dominated the event
with superior skills and power. It will be exciting
to see them step up next year.  

In conjunction with Stratford we had two
crews at Marlow Regatta at Dorney Lake. This
was a great test for our senior athletes to go up
against the top clubs in the country. The wind at
the Dorney lake is always something you will
hear quite a lot and Marlow was certainly a very
choppy difficult day of racing. The J18 4+ (year
12 and 13 boys coxed four) raced in a senior
category against senior national standard
competition and did much better than anyone
imagined against such tough opposition.
However this was a sad day for Rostik Zakharov
as he pulled on his Monkton lycra for the last
time to compete for the school. Rostik has been
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a fantastic athlete and he has worked hard at the
sport. He has been a superb role model to the
younger athletes an has been a fantastic team
player. This year I have seen him support both
his peers and younger athletes in a constructive
and positive way. Monkton Rowing and I will
certainly miss him, we wish him all the success
in the future. 

The quad (J18 4x) also rowing at Marlow
with their sights fixed firmly on qualifying the boat
for Henley rowed a very strong race which on
paper is their best yet, unfortunately they were a
little off making the final but they really have
stepped on in their last few races of the season.
To put it in to context they were less than 30
seconds off a boat that contained this year's
Junior World Championship crew, which
although it sounds quite a bit, is very impressive
for a school club to be that near to a national
side.

On the Friday night before the two regattas
we held a drinks reception for all the parents of
current rowers, which was well attended. Thank
you all for you who could manage to come, I
hope you all found it informative. At the drinks
reception I handed out a draft copy of my
Parents of Rowing Handbook. Although in its
draft form I am hoping that I could
have some feedback on what you
would like to see in the book and
whether it answers most questions
about rowing. Our captains and
senior members of the boat club
were at the drinks rception, even
though they all had a very early
start the next day. They were there
to show their support to a school
sport which they feel has made the
difference to their life. Both
captains (Josh Stupples and
Victoria Warner) spoke very
eloquently which I hope was of
great benefit.

Now it is a massive thank you
to all the coaches and members of
staff who made this event possible.
The rowing staff this weekend have
worked for longer than 17 hours
with never failing enthusiasm.

Rowing this year has been a very enjoyable
experience for everyone involved, staff and
students alike due to the dedication and
commitment of everyone involved with the
school. From Mr Grantham in the resources
office who has again and again produced all our
paperwork for all the events; to the kitchen staff
with Helen and Nick leading the charge in the
kitchens to make sure that no rower went unfed.
I thank you all; to our GTA coaches Zoe and
Hannah you have really been superb this year
and it will be a massive loss to the rowing squad
not to have you on board next year, especially
Zoe who has been influential in making my
transition into post as easy as possible so that
the students were not affected.  

This leaves me with athlete of the match and
I have to say that there is no question who this
should go to. For sheer physical endurance this
has to go to Andy Taylor our boatman who along
with towing, rigging, coaching, fixing and
supporting our crews he somehow had time to
win a veteran race - comfortably I might add. I
have had 15 years of being a full time athlete
and I find these long days physically hard, so for
Andy to have raced as well is very impressive. 
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